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E D I T O R I A L  
AFMA - Rotten to the core 
fully realise that readers from other secton of the marine industry are probably b o d  1 .  rnth the misdeeds of the Australian Fisheries Management Authority and the problems 

it has c a d  Australia's fishing industry. 
Although the fishing industry, largely due to its own weaknesses, is worse off than any 

other sector, I persist with highlighting its problems because "there, but for the Grace of 
God. co vnn"~ ---,o-,..- - 

The AtUA debacle provides all of us with valuable lessons of the danger, of a bureaucracy 
that getr out of control due lo lack of political interest. Fishing is a classic case of failing due 
to inadequate lobbvin~ desoite what former AFMA chief Richard bI Louehlin claims. 

~ a r r ~ ~ ~ ~ o b e r i s  a i d   alter Starck have both written very elo4uently elsewhere in 
this issue on the AFMA mess in general and the MLoughlin departure in particular. They 
show very clearly the dangers of persisting with this thoroughly disfunctional and 
discredited organisation. 

Interestingly, I was talking recently with a judge who in a past life was, of course, a 
barrister. He asked me about AFMA and what it was like to deal with. Before I let loose, he 
volunteered that he had often acted against governments on a wide range of matters. 
However, he said, he had never experienced such nasty, vindictive or malicious people as he 
had at AFMA. I thought that is a view that would be widely shared around that part of the 
fishing industry that has had to deal with AFMA. 

As Walter Starck's analysis of Richard McLoughlin's recent revelations shows, we have in 
AFMA a bureauaatic organisation that has got out of control. It has become like a police force 
that makes the laws. Frighteningly, with a staff of well over one hundred people who 
"manage" or, perhaps "rule" around 600 boats, AFMA is like having a police car for every five 
vehicles on the road. 

While lack of political oversight can, to some extent, be blamed for this sorry state of 
affairs, it is not the only cause. The "system", whereby policy development now seems to be 
solely sourced from the bureaucracy is one. Another and very major one is the complete 
absence of effeaive lobbying or policy development input on the part of industry. 

Fishing bas not made itself interesting to politicians. It hardly registers on their radar 
screens because the industry has failed to even try to make it do so. 

Despite this, the industry has been fortunate that its two most recent ministers, Senators 
Eric Abetz and Ian Macdonald, have at least had their hearts in the right place. That they have 
been largely ineffectual in controlling the excesses of AFMA is more the fault of industry than 
of them. 

Neil Baird +r, 
Editorin-Chief 

NOTE: In light of recent important AFMA activities, Walter Storck's piece on "Where our Fish 
Come From" will continue in next monfhr edition. 



FISHERIES and AQUACULTURE 

STRAIGHT FROM THE HORSE'S ORIFICE 
Background 
Last year Mr. Richard McLoughlin, 
t h e n  Manag ing  Director  of t h e  
Australian Fisheries Management  
Author i ty ,  gave  a t a l k  t o  t h e  
Economics and Environment Network 
at  the Australian National University. 
A recording of  th i s  ta lk  was  m a d e  
available on  the EEN website. 

Its content  is remarkable in  its 
frankness regarding the problems and 
shortcomings of AFMA. Even more 
remarkable, however, is what i t  also 

and competence of AFMA. 
reveals about the mindset, understanding Ex ManagingDirector of 

AWA, Richard McLoughlin 
On March 6, 2007, Neil Baird wrote McLoughlin to enquire if 

he could confirm that this recording was a fair and accurate 
recording of his presentation. In a reply dated March 15, 2007 
McLoughlin responded: "I spoke at the time to a set of powerpoint 
presentations and did not have a formal set of sueakinz notes. 
Subseauentlv. I learned that the Dresentation wa; recoried and 

~ ~~~-~~~ ~ ~ - - ~ ~  

then piaced &I the web without &y knowledge or permission and 
I could not determine if any editing had occurred. Accordinzly, I 
cannot confirm that the recording i; a fair and accurate recocdine - - 
of the prestntation as vou rcquest" Mr Ba~rd also sent a copy of 
rhc prestntation to Federal Fisheries Mlnlsrer, Senator l:rir Abcrz. 

On hlarch 21, 20C1.7 AtMA anriounced: "Australian Fisher~es 
Management Authority Managing Director Mr. Richard 
McLoughlin has resigned and will leave the Authority on April 5, 
2007, ... Richard indicated to the Board that after a long career in - 
fisheries management and the intense period of change in his role 
as Managing Director he wanted to pursue new career challenges." 

The recording seems to no longer be on the EEN website. It 
appears that one may reasonably assume that this talk, before a 
sympathetic audience of environmental management academics, 
was not intended for uublic disclosure. DesDite Mr. McLouehlin's 
reluctance to confirm'the accuracy of the recording, he does not 
disavow it and there is no reason to suspect it has been edited to 
mislead or indeed, editGd at all. The audio quality is also very clear. 
It further seems probable that the views of the managing director 
of AFMA do  in general reflect the  prevailing views of  the  
organisation. The following are quotes from this recording (in 
italics) followed by my comments. 

Quotes a d  Comments 
"I'm quite confident, ... we're achrally leading the world in this stufl: 

I've not requests from Nonvav, Iceland, UK and Canada on mv desk at  
the&seni time togo andg& this equivalent talk. It is cutting idge .,," 

Further on in his talk MI. McLoughlin states: 
"This indusbv is over-rexulated to death." - 
"YUII fniqht be vctotrished to heur that ue'le p ~ t  d rmuple of fishmies 

11 here management roits are 150per rmt oflhc GDP of llrr sector." 
"AFMA was created in 1992 ... we've ended up with an appalling 
performance of more over-fished fisheries after 12 years than we 
started with. 
"Voy few Commonwealth Fisheries at  the present time show positive 
economic returns. This industry is going broke at  a rate ofknots." 
"Half the industry could catch the current level of catch." 
"We've got over-fished fishm'es everywhere." 

Elsewhere I have characterised Australian fisheries as being the 
most over-managed, restrictive, least productive and least 
profitable in the  world. I must admit that ,  despite the  
overwhelming evidence in support of my accusation, I still had a 
niggle of concern that  I might have been too harsh in  my 
iudament. I am indebted to Mr. McLouehlio for his clear , " - 
confirmation of its essential correctness. 

Amazingly, this situation is what AFMA claims to be "leading 
the  w o r l d  and "cutting edge" manaeement.  No wonder 
bureaucrats all over the wGld Ge ioteresteYd. AFMA management 
makes "Yes Minister" look like a serious documentary. 

"TIrt> ifrdusny 17 olzr-reguloled to J?dlh and th? trldustry ltkes 11 tho1 
uay ll'e'vexot u relal~v~~l) ,ntall nldusby dt the Com~nonuralth lnzl - 
$3& a vear - with the best Dart of 700 Dazes of IeYislation remlatin~ . -  , - 
that. NU; that doesnZ includ;. management plans, regu1ations"and a i  
the subordinate legislation. This indusby is over-reyulated to death, both 
mvironmentallv and in t e n s  of the wav that the industrv wants the 
thing regulated,' most 01 whi~h I pm~,ndl l~  - it's n o t g o ~ r m ~ n t t  policy - 
personully 1 vim that or anti-competilive measure, that the 811dushy 
have manaxed toxet into the leaislation over a 20 vear oeriod. .... A v& 
small ageicy - we're only 120 people. I've got >ix full time lawy&s 
working for me, including one Smior Counsel, and I have a legal bill of 
over halfa million a year with the Attorney General." 

After creating an unworkable morass of regulation, AFMA now 
claims it is all because the industry wanted it. How much of the 700 
plus pages of legislation is really anti-competitive and inspired by 
the industry? If fishermen are so effective at lobbying, how has the 
stifling regulatory burden on them come about? No general can get 
away with blaming failure on  those under his command or a 
businessman his employees. It is obvious that in AFMA's view any 
success is to their credit and any failure entirely the fault of the 
industry. Under their management a healthy industry has been 
devastated and great suffering inflicted on hundreds of lives. Now 
they blame their victims, proclaim world class performance and 
continue on with impunity. 

"You might be astonished to hear that we'vegot a couple of fisheries 
where management costs are 150 per cent of the GDP of the sector." 

Who is responsible for devoting so much management 
resources to such fisheries? Whv does monitorine and settine - " 
limits on the catch of a few dozen fishermen or less require such 
expenditure? If AFMA cannot do it economic all^, transfer the 
responsibility to another agency or outsource it. 

. 

"it is the desire ofgovemment and AFMA in padcular that we have 
a very consultative approach, ... the Commonwealth Fisheries 
Management Act - is probably unique in the world in having these 
consultative mechanisms built in at  multiple stages in the legislation." 

Anyone who knows anything about the industry recognises that 
the whole consultative a ~ ~ r o a c h  is a sham in  which actual 
fishermen have no effecti&.voice. The facade of consultation is 
provided by "recognised peak bodies" staffed by a handful of 
persons whbse salary depends upon a handout from government. 
Typically they are headed by either a failed fisherman or former 
bureaucrat. The term "recognised" seems singularly appropriate. 
Every woman recognizes their own handbag. 

"The industry is heavily subsidised by the Australian taxpayer - 
management compliance and research - compliance costs for Australian 
domestic fisheries are 5 0  oer cent subsidised bv Povernment. 
~anageme;zt costs subsidised'everywhere from about b6100 per cent 
and research anywhere between 20 and 80 per cent - and up to 100 per 
cent fully subsidised by government." 

The Oxford dictionary definition of subsidy is: "Financial aid 
furnished by a state or a public corporation in furtherance of an 
undertaking or the upkeep of a thing." McLoughlin appears to 
consider anything short of payment in full by fishermen for any 
costs AFMA might choose to incur as being financial aid. If 
fishermen are to bear the full cost of management then it is only 
reasonable that they should have full authority to hire and fire 
such management. 

"The willingness and ability of this industry to over-capitalise in the 
face of clear evidence that they are over-capitalising and in fact 
generating negative profits, is absolutely extraordinary. These guys will 
go to sea knowing that they will lose money and there are any number of 
fisherman that I'm aware of that will go to sea to lose money four or Fve 
days a week, come back and then drive a tmck for two days a week to 
subsidise the fishing operation." 

There seems to be no awareness that going to sea is not like 
going to an air-conditioned office with a guaranteed cheque on 
payday reaardless of weather, breakdowns. market conditions. 
sickness, <oiidays, old age o; personal productivity. Fishing i; 
inherently uncertain. Fishermen do not go to sea knowing they will 
lose money. They go houina to make i t  but often notdoine so 
llavlng ro'work a Jeconh job to keep one's primary one going 
through hard times must be beyond the comprehension of a 
hureaucrar. Even more incomprehensiblr must be what it feels like 



after all the effort and uncertainty to find it made impossible to 
continue because of ill-founded decisions by office workers with 
little understanding of either the actual condition of the resource or 
the realities of the industry and scant regard for the effects of their 
decisions on the lives of others. 

"The key objectives of the Fisheries Management Act - 'Eficient 
cost4fective frrheries management ... 

If management efficiency is measured in  productivity and 
profitability and if cost-effective means the management cost per unit 
of outout. then without doubt Australian fisheries management is the 
worst :in the world. No other nation mends as much onmanaaement 

~ - ~ 

per unit of harvest or dollar of pro6t. Even worse, as ~ c ~ ' u ~ h l i n  
mints out, in some fisheries we spend more on management than 
k t  just their profit but even their 605s production. 

"We rot the r o v e m m t  to a m e  in a recent Act amendment that its 
expesfatiin is that this mdusb'y"wil1 muke profits and ronlributr to the 
Australian economy and that parfi'cularly as a public re>ource, with lots 
of  x o w m m t  int&ention and x m m t  expenditure going on, there 

be a net economic return. Those sectors oithe industrV that are not 
producing an economic return need somc driisions about whether we 
should be having that sector ut all. .... Frum a public policy p~mpertive, 
should we be thinkinx about achrally just shutting there fishm'es down? 
If they're never goingto generate a profit, why would we allow people to 
expend fuel and other resources - subsidised resources - on killing p h  
for no net contribution to the Australian economy?" 

If a fishery is no longer profitable to the fishermen they will 
themselves shut it down. If, however, it simply does not produce 
enough profit to support a bloated exorbitant management levy 
then it is time to find new management. 

"It might catch eight to nine to ten tonnes of bycatch it doesn't want 
and they tend to turf that over the side. That's wasted resource and 
wasted fuel and wasted effort What  do we do about that?" 

~ ~ c d t c h  turfed over'ihe side is bad management. Much of what 
we call bycatch is in reality high quality seafood and what i, not 
can be turned inlo it ria fish meal going into aquaculture. We have 
no fish meal industry and the booming global demand from 
aquaculture is already pushing the limits of supply. Competent 
management would be fostering the full utilisation of bycatch 
rather than imposing expenses and difficulties to reduce it. 

"Looking to the Flure, 2W3,an updated policy on new directions - 
the greatest load of motherhood, vseless statements I've ever seen come 
ou to fgovemmt ,  ...." 

It is curious how readily bureaucrats recognise the odour of 
bureaucratic bullshit from others but still think their own can be 
made to smell like success. -' "Southem Bluefin Tuna .... lapan's been catching anywhere behveen 
12 and 20,000 tonnes for the last 20 years and hiding i t  and it's 
probably killed that s& ...." 

UDvlOUSly m e  stock has been conslueraoly rrlorr ruvusr nlm 
the experts estimated. The Australian quota is still readily being 
caught, hardly the sign of a stock that has been killed. In any case, 
who let them get away with such an enormous theft? 

"AFMA was created i n  1 9 9 2  along wi th  the new Fisheries 
Management Act. It was always fee-based. Despite all that we've ended 
up with an appallingperformance of more over-fished fisheries after 12 
yean than we started with. Now what the hell's going on? 

I should say that those performances do have ramilications for 
agencies like AFMA. It was in that last year - to early 2004 - that the 
whole board o f  AFMA and the Manaxinx Director was sacked. So it does 
have rarnificdtim. So we have this ia&cular niche o f  natural resource ~ ~ ~ ,~ ~~ ~~ 

management i11 u p"mary indush) iector where, despite extraordinary 
xovmmnl t  investment in all sorts of ways, the output pe7formanrr was . 
in fact red boxes all over the place." 

The ramification in this instance has been to redace ineptness 
withincompetence while maintaining the Tame f h e d  appioach. 
Subsequent results have only got worse. Meanwhile, the failed 
mananers are promored to new, more lucrative, positions 
elsew6re. This 6 what it means when a bureaucrat is "s&ked". 

"Very few Commonwealth Fisheries at the present time show positive 
economic returns. This industry is going broke at a rate of knob .... In 
recent years the economic position has wonened .... fresh frrh markets of 
Sydney and Melbourne, half a million dollar net reium on a turnover of 
$70~1, ex-boat - appalling performance. The Northern Prawn Fishery 
losing money ... Southern Bluefrn Tuna very subject to exchange rates 
and market acceotance ... lost a lot o f  monev last vear based on 
~owntumsin  don;~ld. South East Truwl ..:uith a &I fleet fmm Sydnry 
round to Adelaide - 180 lirences and probably o111y 50 bouts working ..:. 
Peuole either not oreoared to run their bouts or can't afford to put a boat 
on ;he water beche 'o f fhe  hopeless returns." 

Continued on followingpage 



FISHERIES and AQUACULTURE 

STRAIGHT FROM THE HORSE'S 0 
unique definition of a subsidy. If the industry is to be made 
solelv resoonsible for the cost of an imuosed bureaucracv no 

Ask those in the industry, the overwhelming reason for hopeless 
returns is not depleted stocks or market collapse, but bureaucratic 
costs, demands and restrictions. 

"The fonrs of the fishery - or /ishermen - has gone off catching the 
fish. The fonrs s m  to have gone on to trading in bits of p a p  - the 
secondary mark& ofquota and li ma. . . ."  

And who created all  of this? Plainly it isn't working as intended 
and needs a serious rethink. 

"We end up with tisheries - a number of  stocks for euample in the 
south east whuh is a 'basket case fishery in many reskcb, wwhere 5060 
per cent of the quota remains uncaught at the end ofthe season, but the 
industry is demhding m e  quota." 

If 50 to 60 per cent of quota is held by those who don't use it 
and those who do use theirs are asking for more, either the 
amroach or its manaaement has failed. Under the oresent svstem 
ti; industry cannot f;x the problem, but only Ii~e~with it as best 
they might. It is a management responsibility to either find a way 
to make it work or recognise their error and abandon it for a 
different approach. 

"Well, if  we look retrospectively a t  what's been happening in 
Commonwealth Fisheries, the management actions have been slow and 
clearly notprecautionary enough." 

Misapplication of the precautionary principle is a major 
im~ediment to comoetent management. As set forth in various 
treities and legislation, preca~tio&y measures are to be used only 
where there is a need to avoid a threat of serious or irreversible 
damage to the enviionfnent and it includes a need to conduct an 
asseskent of the ark-weighted consequences of various options. 
In place of this so-called "weak" interpretation of the principle 
mkeement. bureaucrats have oreferred to imoose the'stronn" - - 
interpretation espoused by environmental extremists. In this 
formulation the burden of proof is reversed and proof is required 
that an activitv does not DO& a threat to the environment. 

In its intended application precautionary measures would 
seldom be called for in fisheries manaaement as there is rarely any 
credible threat of irreversible environ&ental damaee. Thereis no .. 
known instance anywhere, ever, of the extinction of even one 
species of marine fish or invertebrate throuah overfishina and 
dvetfished species nonnally recover quickly i i  fishing is 
reduced. The strong precautionary interpretation requires the 
loaically imoossible uroof of a neaative. 1n practice, it is simulv a 
blink .chGue to 'impose reGrictions' to pander to' (he 
environmentalist ideological agenda or avoid responsibility for 
orover assessment. . . 

"Half the industry could catrh the current level of catch." 
Indeed they could, if they were not burdened by a myriad of 

ill-founded bureaucratic demands and constraints. The full 
industry could likewise catch twice the current hawest. 

"But we were getling squeezed bclween the demands of industry to 
become profitable and aN the rest of  it. but don't touch us - don't sut the 
quotas, 20th iturease our costs, let'us:..we just want to go fishing." 

AFMA obviously believes that fishermen have a limitless 
capacity to comply with any additional demands it may dream up. 

"...industry made a very strong case to government that if half the 
industry #as going to go and the management costs remained the same, 
the remainin2 oewle were ~ o i n r  to oav double the manaaement costs at  -. . 
a time when they were QdLg ti reb;iid their businesses 1 that would be 
unreasonable. So we've xot a $21m levy subsidy. Main further subsidies 
in this industry over thenevt three years .... ldon't see itas necessary." 

Again, a remarkable disconnect from economic reality and 
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matt& hob bloated or incompetent it maybe then surely all.who 
benefit from the industry (including the managers) should share 
in the cost of its overhead. Would Mr. ~ c ~ o u a h l i n  still not see it 
as necessary if a proportional share of such costs applied to his 
own income as well.? Incidentally, the latest (2006) annual report 
for AFMA indicates that the idanaging Director's salary is 
between $225,000 and $240,000. That is twice the rate for an 
ordinary member of parliament. 

"...it was a Cabinet level decision. to comorehensivelv end over- 
fishing. And it's that last dotpoint that fmm m~penPec t i v~  is the most 
important thinx that's happened in Commonwealth Fisheries 
m-mgement. .... t h i s  ins&n to aFMa to end - and we did have a 
hand in ... essentially we said to government, 'We want you to tell us do 
this.' .... So, in summary, cease over-fishing and recover overfished stocks 
and avoid owr-fishinr in the future. F'rettv strai~hffonvard. but there's a , - 
method by how you go abdut that. ~ h k e  a ;thtegic science-based 
approach to seltinx allowable catches. ARer 12 years of  AFMA less than 
half the fisheries &e oduallv on auota n&nar&mt." , , , A " 

"strategic science-based approach" This has a definite smell of 
bureaucratic bullshit. What the hell does "strategic" mean in this 
context? As for "science-based", to effect this would require 
detailed knowledge of the ecology, life history, population 
structure and environmental variables relevant to each suecies. 
Such knowledge is in fact rudimentary for all but a few ipecies 
Fisheries management is not so much a science but an art. Like 
medicine it draws uoon science whenever oossible to make 
informed guesses but much of its practice is based on moIIitOMg 
conditions, judging inconclusive symptoms and trying remedies 
until som&-works. Claims that-imply scientific certainty are at 
best misleading if not either dishonest or delusional. 

"So in terms of gelting out on the leading edge of the world, there 
are mobablv 3040 fisheries in the world that have harvest strateaies 
in piace At are sci&tifically-based. We're going to put one into piace 
for every fish stock, for every tishery in Australia by January 1, next 
year, o r a  default t ha t  does the  equivalent ,  i n  a visionary, 
precautionary principle." 

More eau de bullshit. After years of research the leading fisheries 
nations in the world with their vast resources have onlv manaeed 
to develop scientifically based harvest strategies for a to& of 3640 
fisheries. Now AFMA tells us that after a decade and a half of 
demonstrated failure in management they are going to do it 
virmally overnight for all 74 stocks they manage. As for "visionary, 
precautionary principle", "imaginary" would be a more accurate 
adjective. For anything they don't know or don't want to be 
bothered with they can just dream up a threat and invoke any 
desired measure as a precaution. 

"We've set m e t  stork lewls. So what's the tarret stock level that we 
think that this stock will be most produciive at and what are limits 
which we're not xoinx to exceed minimum acceptable stock level. It's 
science-based a& dGven, and it manages risk; through probability 
estimates around the targets." 

In other words whatever AFMA "thinks" is called science. 
Trying to make probabilrty estimates on this kind of thing is only 
an exercise in virtual reality. No matter how fancy the computer 
models their connection to the real world is doubtful and 
incomplete. The data and understanding necessary for accurate or 
even meaningful probability estimates does not exist. 

"And we actually applied these senings in this South East Fishery 
that we've had so much trouble with for this year for the Frst time ever, 
and what it meant was that s k  separate pheries went immediately to a 
zero TAC." 

McLoughlin also states there are a total of 180 licences in the 
fishery and only about 50 boats working. A quick rough 
calculation indicates that this number might trawl over perhaps 10 
per cent of the fishery area in a year. With such a low fishing 
pressure it is hard to imagine how it could be so depleted that six 
different fisheries would require a zero TAC. Even with all 180 
licences actively fishing the size of area involved the pressure 
would only be modest. 

"...there are two tarfets in fisheries that vou can aim for: Maximum 
Sustainable Yield whic; is the'one that indktry likes, cake  they like to 
xo and catch tish, a lower catch thatxenerates typically around 8-15 per 
rent less than MSY of catch generates maxim& economic yield. And 
that's I think the much smarter target for Commonwealth Fisheries - 
Maximum Economic Yield." 



... ..:w of the  perception -. .~shery economics clearly 
demonstrated by AFMA, the thouh t  of their making decisions about 

are a facile excuse. Our costs are in fact less than those in Europe, 
Canada. the US. or laDan all of which have thriving aauaculture 

what is economic for the industryiooks like a recipe for disaster. 
"We've got to start to link the ecological risk of these fisheries to 

protection o f  the bioloxical status o f  the stocks. W e  auolv a hixh risk 
rating where we don'iknow what the risk is. For exa;+ie, a&thing 
that's a threatened, endangered or protected species in the area of the 
fishery will come up with a high risk. We've made it illegal from the first 
oflanuary next year to throw quota species over the side," 

If we are going to equate ignorance with high risk then by all 
means we should apply the precautionary principle and disband 
AFMA before they do more irreversible damage. In reality, if we 
don't know, there is little risk in going ahead while monitoring the 
situation until there is evidence for a need to do otherwise. It also 
appears that the AFMA screen jockeys don't comprehend that 
fishermen have only limited control over what comes up in their 
nets. With a ban on discarding any quota species, the only way to 
be certain of not exceeding one's quota would be to cease all 
fishing for the year when the quota for any one species is filled. 

"...We'll have observers out on boats. Every single fish of a quota 
species has to be accounted for in the system, and we'll use those to 
calculate the quotas for the next year." 

"Observers ... Every single fish ... has to be accounted for ..." Sounds 
like a bureaucrat's wet dream. A fisherman in China enjoys greater 
freedom. 

"...Whenever they're shooting a net and hauling a net, they have to 
have an obsmer sitting up on the top of the boat. If they spot dolphins 
within three kilometres - I think it's 2.5 nautical miles - they actually 
have to st05 the fishing o~eration. Dull the net in from one end onlv so . .. ' 
lhal rlrc, n':l shuiybtt71\ out at1d ilk, lrave to ,no;z 20 miles und ; b r l  
rishifrg u$,guin. So ~vr ' l r  pul all lhrrr 1hi11,f.s inlo plarz. llrr inJurby'r 
zobm wit11 it or1 die huris thdf. i f  lhev do11'1 du it wc'll rllut them dowti. . ,  , 
So this sort of really sort of rather right wing and sort of take on fisheries 
management. W e  might get away with it for a few years, but when we 
nut it into place the indushv will ret used to it and thinrs will be a 
'whole lot bLffer." 

- " 

China's lookinp. better all the time. Who dreamed this up? 
Obviously they mGt have no actual experience. Dolphins are pretty 
smart. They don't rush over and jump into a net. They only get 
caught if thw become surrounded. In such cases t h w  can be released 
by backing &wn or opening the net. Having to inlpty a net arid 
move 20 mile became a dolphin is spotted on the horizon is beyond 
StuDiditv It will make fibhinu impossible in the most nroductive .. . 
areas. 'This is llkc having to ilow hghways and airports any time an 
endangered speciec is seen within three kiloniehcs of one. 

"So what's the future o~eratinx environment for Commonwealth 
Fisheries? Haiwr,l Slnilrgirs, E ~ u l o ~ i r ~ ~ l  Ri\k A\r~,rsm~~nt - llrat's a110tlier 
ecro,ryni 1'11 ,re?J to inhoduse. The response to un Erolo~ical Risk 
dssessment is Ecoloxical Risk ~ a n a x e m m t .  So we need to move from - 
ERA to ERM." 

Harvest Strategies, ERA, ERM. This stuff would be laughable 
were it not so serious. This kind of bureaucratic jargon is typically a 
doak for muddled thinking, attempts to make the unimpressive 
look sophisticated, or grandiose promise of something there is no 
way to deliver. Try to get a clear definition of what is really meant 
or how it is to be achieved and you either get blather or nothing. 
Those using such terms usually either don't know what they mean 
or prefer not to make it dear. 

"The interesting thing is that the demand for seafood continues to 
outstrip domestic supply by a factor of hvo and there is no ... and the 
other interesting thing in this game is that we don't have a recreational 
agriculture sector." 

Clear thinking No. 99. Hobby farms and home fruit and 
vegetable gardens must be just a myth. 

"So the future, short to medium term, not much scope to inmme return 
by increasing catch because of competition, costs and revenue issues." 

It is interesting that in the AFMA view closed areas, closed 
seasons, quotas, gear restrictions, crew restrictions, onerous 
reporting, thousands of dollars each year in fees and myriad other 
requirements demanding time and money or impeding productive 
activity all have no effect on returns. 

"Aquaculture in Australia is a high cost producer on a world scale. 
.... aauaculture in Australia is not the solution." 

Aquaculture is booming all over the world except for Australia. 
We are ~robablv the only countw in the world where it is actuallv 
in declifie. we. have beker natiral conditions and more ideally 
suited coastal land and waters for it than anywhere else. High costs 

industries far largertkan ours. Even New Zealand gqu&ulture is 
over twice as large as ours. The only reason it is not booming here 
is an impossible bureaucratic morass of permits, environmental 
requirements and restrictions. 

"Much to all our fnrstration I think in terms of sensible fisheries 
management the government has a policy that it will not apply resource 
rent taxes to fisheries." 

Just what the industry needs as it struggles to survive, more 
taxes. One might well ask, for what? It's not  like health, 
education, defense or infrastructure. It costs nothing to provide, 
and government enjoys the full tax return from wages and profits 
as with any other industry. If it costs too much for government 
to provide resource management then define what is required 
and outsource it. Certainly the private sector could provide far 
more effective management at  half the $44.5 million cost of 
AFMA in 2006. 

"The government has made a policy decision that  i t  will not 
collect resource rent taxes in  fisheries in Australia which actuallv 
again complicates the economics, because I think It makes the 
industry ultimately less economically resilient that i t  could be or 
should'be.  hat's one of those things about why  I mentioned 
subsidies so m a n y  times. The lack o f  resource rent taxing i n  
conjunction with all the subsidies that go into place has actually led 
to a very flabby indus try..." 

Yes, it's really Fat City in the fishing industry. I would Love to 
see these bureaucratic clowns have to spend a year as fishing crew 
working for share wages. 

"I've got some projects underway where I've got electronic bulletin 
boards and electronic web-based auota tradinx. There's been a market 
fuilurr /br lhr priwlr snlur to r\tablicli fi~r <,xatnple e-hnde , zRuy gpr 
tt?b$itr~c alrrrr you i<i,l yo in dnd Iry vfld buy ,711d st41 quotar. .So thrr?'< 
tlzir murkrt failure for brrvitie a1e1 szllitr~ oiuuolu uIii[h is zx~r~rrbuli~in " , .  
some of the brobleks here. S; we've set up one." 

- 
First he tells us, "The f o m  of the fishery - or fishermen - has gone 

off catching the fish. The focus seems to have gone on to trading in 
bits of paper - the secondary markets of quota and licenses ..." 
Now he tells he  is setting up  a web service to facilitate such 
trading. One hand not knowing what the other is doing is not too - ., - 
uncommon, especially in the bureaucracy, but this is the first ttme 
I've hedrd of one hand not knowlnp. what it is doing when it is . . 
wanking. 

"We've got over-fished fishen'es evnywhere. Where it fell down was 
that the actual quotas were not enforced strictly ..." 

Despite having the world's third largest fishery zone the total 
Australian catch is close t o  that  of PNG, Finland, Germany, 
Poland, Italy and Portugal but well below that of New Zealand, 
France, Ireland, Mexico, Burma or Bangladesh. From six per cent 
of the global EEZ we produce 0.2 per cent of the world's catch. In 
other words, our harvest rate is about 1/30 that of the world 
average. Although there are a few suecies (i.e. oranee rouehv and " " ,  
schoz  shark) ;hose particular biblogy makes them especially 
vulnerable to overfishinp., the broad picture of the Australian 
marine environment is chat of a vast; very lightly fished and 
unpolluted region. The claim of widespread overfishing has not a 
shred of credibility. 

Fisheries are robust resources. There is little risk of irreversible 
damage from dealing with problems when they actually develop 
rather than invoking elaborate precautionary measures to avoid 
every imagined hypothetical problem before it occurs. 

Trying to argue every issue, change the climate of opinion 
a n d  u n d o  t h e  regulatory morass we have erected seems 
impossible, but there is a relatively easy reform that is fully in 
accord with best management practice, good science and 
democratic ~ r i n c i ~ l e s .  Onlv two small chanaes are reauired. 
One would b e  to'set management and research budgets in 
accord with t h e  product ion a n d  profitabil i ty of t h e  
industrv. That is. make the  manager's-own fundina deDend 
directly o n  the  results of their management. ~ h ;  shbuld 
include modest base salaries with good bonuses for improved 
Droduction and ~ro f i t s .  The other imoortant change would be 
to provide for a genuine industry voice in management decision 
niak~ng instead of the phony charade of "consultation" with 
government funded "peak bodies" that are nothing more than 
handbags for the  bureaucracy. Several seats on  the board of 
AFMA would seem appropriate. a 
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